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Abstract—Smart grid is expected to make use of Internet-of-
Things (IoT) networks to reliably monitor its state from remote
places.However, due to a potentially unstable nature of a smart
grid plant, in particular, when using renewable energy sources,
and an unreliable wireless channel used in IoT, it is a challenging
task to reliably track the state of smart grids. This article proposes
a robust communication framework for state estimation/tracking
of unstable microgrids, which is a key component of a smart grid.
We present an IoT-integrated smart grid system to monitor the
status of microgrids over a wireless network. A delay-universal-
based error correction code is utilized to achieve a reliable and
real-time estimation of microgrids. To exploit the features of the
delay-universal coding scheme, we propose an iterative estimation
technique. Through numerical results, we show that the proposed
scheme can closely track the state of an unstable microgrid. We also
show the impact of wireless network parameters on the estimation
performance. The estimation performance of the proposed scheme
is compared with the estimation performance of a traditional error
correction coding scheme. We show that the proposed scheme
substantially outperforms the traditional scheme.

Index Terms—Internet-of-things (IoT), microgrid, smartgrid,
real-time estimation and control.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE future of our energy systems is based on the notion
of smart grids, which will through the connection and

state monitoring of generation and consumption assets through
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Internet of Things (IoT) networks allow us to match the required
energy exactly to the generated energy [1]. Realizing such a
capability will have a transformative impact on many application
domains in residential, business, and industrial energy use [2].
Attempts to achieve stable and reliable grid operations for these
applications have generally relied on robust and real-time state
estimation of generation and consumption assets over an IoT
network [3], [4]. However, state estimation in smart grids is
challenging as the communication between the smart grid’s
components, such as a microgrid, and the grid management
system is usually accomplished via a wireless link. Therefore, a
proper communication and estimation scheme is a prerequisite
that is robust in the presence of factors such as noise or fading,
which introduce errors into the wireless channel. Significant
effort has been made toward state estimation of a smart grid
and different algorithms and tools have been proposed in the lit-
erature. State estimation techniques can generally be categorized
into the following two distinct classes [5].

1) Centralized state estimation, where a central state estima-
tion unit collects and processes all measurements from
local sensors to obtain a global estimation.

2) Distributed state estimation, where every local estimator
calculates the state information based on its individual
measurements and forwards its estimation to the central
state estimation unit.
The former approach demands extensive computational
and communication resources and is vulnerable to single-
point failure [6]. Consequently, the latter approach is
considered as a promising alternative as it not only re-
quires less communication bandwidth but also enables
parallel processing. Therefore, a range of state estimation
techniques and tools have been developed in previous
works. For example, in [7], a hierarchical framework is
proposed, where, in the first layer the local state estimation
is performed for all subsystems in parallel, and in the
second layer, the coordination of these local estimations
is realized. However, the proposed hierarchical estimation
technique suffers from low reliability. A similar technique
has also been studied in [8] and [9] for multiarea power
systems. A survey of recent advances in the multiarea state
estimation is discussed in [10]. A multilevel framework
is proposed in [11], which integrates the existing state
estimator that operates at different levels of modeling
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hierarchy to monitor large-scale interconnected power
systems. As an extension of this idea, in [12], a fully
distributed Gauss-Newton iteration scheme for the state
estimation of the electric power systems is proposed.
Here, at each iteration, a matrix-splitting strategy is used
to execute the matrix inversion, as it is required for the
Gauss-Newton iteration. Another widely used approach in
the smart grid state estimation is the distributed Kalman
filter (DKF). For example, in [13], a distributed hierar-
chical framework forthe DKF is proposed where each
sensor node independently computes local Kalman filter
(KFs), which are then combined by a central processor to
calculate the global estimates. A distributed extended and
unscented information filters are analyzed in [14] for the
condition monitoring of electric power transmission and
distribution systems. In [15], a real-time power system
state estimation is proposed based on a decentralized
unscented KF algorithm. Finally, in [16], using a weighted
averaging technique, a DKF is proposed.

Although a considerable amount of research has been carried
out toward state estimation in microgrids over the past decade,
most of the work assumed that the communication channel is
ideal. In other words, most of the literature did not consider
the impact of an erroneous communication link between the
sensors in a microgrid and the state estimation/monitoring unit
with few exceptions [17]–[19]. In [18], the state estimation
through wireless sensor networks over fading channels and
missing measurements causing packet loss are analyzed using
the KF. Moreover, a filtering algorithm is developed in [19]
considering the missing measurements to deal with the state
estimation in power systems by taking the measurements as
inequality constraints. Considering packet losses, in [17], a
linear quadratic Gaussian control strategy is developed, which
is suitable for the centralized power system state estimation and
control. Most of these works assumed a stable smart grid system,
which is typically not the case in practice, in particular with
renewable energy sources, where the stability margin changes
during the practical operation. Moreover, no robust communi-
cation framework is developed to tackle the errors generated
through unreliable communication links. Thus, despite signif-
icant efforts toward developing state estimation techniques for
smart grids, the fundamental problem to reliably track the state
of smart grids over an IoT network remains to be solved due to
the unstable nature of smart grids and the unreliable nature of
wireless communication channels used with IoT networks.

In this article, we present a robust communication framework
to track the state of an unstable microgrid over IoT networks.
For reliable and real-time tracking of the microgrid’s state, we
utilize a delay-universal coding scheme to mitigate the errors
generated by the wireless channel. We propose an iterative
estimation technique to exploit some unique features of the
delay-universal code. We show that together with the proposed
estimation technique, the proposed communication approach
can closely track the states of an unstable microgrid. We also
investigate the impact of different parameters of the wireless
channel on the estimation performance. The performance of the

Fig. 1. Monitoring of a dc microgrid via an IoT network.

proposed scheme is compared with that of the traditional com-
munication and estimation approach. Through numerical results,
we show that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the
traditional approach in terms of tracking performance.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Along
with a general system model of an IoT-enabled smart grid,
we present the state-space model of the dc microgrid in
Section II. The communication framework with delay-universal
and traditional coding schemes is described in Section III.
In Section IV, we present the proposed iterative estimation
technique to exploit the features of the delay-universal code.
Along with this comparison, the performance evaluation of the
proposed scheme is presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes this article.

II. SMART GRIDS IN IOT NETWORKS

The main theme of the IoT concept is to connect devices
over the internet and monitor/access those devices anytime
from anywhere. In recent years, the IoT has gained signifi-
cant attention in the smart grid community, as IoT can be a
potential solution to remotely monitor and/or control the smart
grid in real time. Especially, the IoT can play a vital role in
monitoring/controlling microgrids, which can be considered as a
subset of a smart grid. The general framework of an IoT-enabled
microgrid monitoring system is shown in Fig. 1. This microgrid
contains a smart sensor system, which senses the state of the
microgrid and transmits the sensing information to an energy
management/monitoring unit. As microgrids are generally lo-
cated in remote places due to the space requirements of, for
example, wind or solar farms, the sensor system communicates
with the energy management/monitoring unit via a wireless IoT
network. Thus, it is essential to ensure reliable and real-time
wireless communication between the sensor system and gate-
ways, e.g., base stations or even satellites. Before presenting a
robust communication framework for an IoT-enabled microgrid
in the following section, we first present a dynamic state-space
model of a microgrid in the following.

A. DC Microgrid in Smart Grids and Its State-Space Model

A dc microgrid, which typically integrates a number of dc
sources and dc loads, offers an advantage over ac microgrids
in terms of the system efficiency, cost, and system size as it
eliminates the redundant energy conversion [20]. In general,
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Fig. 2. Simplified equivalent circuit diagram of a dc microgrid.

a dc microgrid consists of the following main components
[3], [21].

1) Source: The renewable energy source is represented by an
equivalent dc voltage source.

2) Filters: A series of line filters are used to reduce the volt-
age/current harmonics and electromagnetic interferences.

3) Loads: Motor-type dc loads along with the battery and
resistive loads are generally used in dc microgrids.

Fig. 2 shows a simplified equivalent circuit diagram of a dc
microgrid, where R, L, C, I , and V are the resistance, induc-
tance, capacitance, current, and voltage, respectively, whereas
the subscripts c, 1, 2, sc, L1, and L2 represent the component
of converter, filter 1, filter 2, supercapacitor, load 1, and load 2,
respectively. From Fig. 2, the differential equations of the mi-
crogrid can be derived as follows by applying Kirchhoffs laws
[22] as

ΔIc(k + 1) =
−RcΔIc(k)−ΔVc(k)

Lc

ΔI1(k + 1) =
−R1ΔI1(k) + ΔVc(k)−ΔV1(k)

L1

ΔI2(k + 1) =
−R2ΔI2(k) + ΔVc(k)−ΔV2(k)

L2

ΔVc(k + 1) =
ΔIc(k)−ΔI1(k)−ΔI2(k) + ΔIsc(k)

Cc

ΔV1(k + 1) =
ΔI1(k) + ΔIL1(k)

C1

ΔV2(k + 1) =
ΔI2(k) + ΔIL2(k)

C2

where Δ in the aforementioned equations denotes the deviation
of the system state variables around the operating points. At
any time step k, the aforementioned partial differential equa-
tions representing the microgrid can be written in the following
discrete system dynamic form:

Xk+1 = AXk +BUk +wk (1)

where X is the state of the microgid defined by X =
[ΔIc ΔI1 ΔI2 ΔVc ΔV1 ΔV2]; U is the control input defined
by U = [ΔIsc ΔIL1 ΔIL2]; w is bounded noise/disturbance
withw ∈ {W−,W+};A is a discretized state matrix defined by
A = I +αδt, whereα is given in (2) and δt is the discretization
step size; and B is the control distribution matrix defined by

B = I + βδt, where β is given in (3).

α =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−Rc

Lc
0 0 − 1

Lc
0 0

0 −R1

L1
0 1

L1
− 1
L1

0

0 0 −R2

L2

1
L2

0 − 1
L2

1
Cc

− 1
Cc

− 1
Cc

0 0 0

0 1
C1

0 0 0 0

0 0 1
C2

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2)

βT =

⎡⎢⎣0 0 0 1
Cc

0 0

0 1
C1

0 0 1
C1

0

0 0 1
C2

0 0 1
C2

⎤⎥⎦ . (3)

In the rest of the article, we consider the control input U = 0
for the sake of simplicity, as the main focus of this article is
to track the state of the microgrid rather than the control. With
the aforementioned specifications of the microgrid, it can be
shown that the microgrids are unstable, i.e., |A| > 1. Thus, with
a high probability, it can be shown that the state of the microgrid
will grow unbounded with the progression of time. However, a
limited rate communication link is not sufficient to encode and
transmit the unbounded state. Thanks to the bounded noise, we
can estimate the state by knowing the noise provided that the
initial state is known [23]. In the following section, we present
the communication approach to transmit the bounded noise and
perform the estimation based on the observed bounded noise at
the receiver.

III. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

A microgrid can be monitored remotely by leveraging a wire-
less communication technique. However, due to the uncertainty
in the wireless network, a robust communication framework is
required to tackle the error induced from the wireless channel. In
the following, we present the proposed communication frame-
work to monitor the state of the microgrid over a wireless net-
work. As mentioned in the previous section, due to the unstable
nature of the microgrid, it is not feasible to quantize and encode
the actual state of the microgrid. As the process noise is bounded,
we quantize, encode, and transmit the bounded noise instead of
the actual state. In practice, it may not be feasible to sample and
transmit the observed microgrid’s states at every time interval δt
(especially when δt is very small) due to hardware constraints.

Let τ be the number of discrete time steps after which the
sensor system of the microgrid performs sampling and trans-
mission. In other words, the states of the microgrid are sampled
at time step k = 0, τ, 2τ, . . . . Considering sampling interval and
all zero control input, the equivalent dynamic system of (1) can
be written as

Xs = AτXs−1 + νs (4)

where s is the sampling instant defined in discrete-time step
k = sτ and νs is the accumulated noise defined by νs =∑τ−1
j=0 A

τ−1−jws+j . Since wk is bounded, νs will also be
bounded. Hence, at every time interval of τδt, the sensor system
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samples and transmits the accumulated noise. The details of
sampling and transmission processes are given later.

At any sampling instant i, the transmitter of the sensor system
performs the uniform quantization on each element of νi and
transforms each element to �q bits. We combine those bits and
form a bit block bi = [bi1, bi2, . . . , bi�b ], where �b = n.�q and n
is the number of elements in νi. We apply a �r-bits cyclic redun-
dancy check (CRC) code on bi to detect errors at the receiver. By
merging the CRC coded resultant bits ri = [ri1, ri2, . . . , ri�r ],
we form mi = [biri] = [mi1,mi2, . . . ,mi�m ], where �m =
�b + �r. To correct the error induced by the wireless channel,
we apply error correction codes on mi and produce a �c-bits
code word ci = [ci1, ci2, . . . , ci�c ]with �c =

�m
ρc

, where ρc is the
rate of the error correction code. In this article, we investigate
the estimation performance by considering two different error
correction codes, which will be discussed in the following
subsections. We perform modulation on ci and transmit the
modulated signal. In this article, we perform binary phase shift
leying (BPSK) on ci and produce xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xi�c ]. The
received signal corresponds to the jth modulated symbol is
given by

yij = xij + κ (5)

whereκ is the additive white Gaussian noise with standard devia-
tion (s.d.) σ. Upon receiving the signal yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yi�c ],
the receiver performs the reverse process to reconstruct the
estimated version ofνi. In other words, the receiver performs the
following operations sequentially, e.g., demodulation, decoding,
CRC checking, and dequantization. Based on the estimated
noise, the receiver estimates the current state of the microgrid.
Details of the estimation technique are discussed in the next
section.

To encode bi, we consider the following two error correction
coding strategies: traditional block coding and delay-universal
coding. For the traditional block coding strategy, we consider
a traditional repeat accumulate (RA) code [24], while for the
delay-universal coding strategy, we consider a limited memory
delay-universal code [25], which is built on the regular RA code.
Both codes are described in the following subsections.

A. Repeat Accumulate (RA) Code

The RA code is a class of low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes [26] that exhibits asymptotically capacity approaching
error correction performance, while offering low encoding and
decoding complexities [24]. The RA codes can be represented by
a connected bipartite graph, which consists of �c variable nodes
and �p check nodes. Variable nodes are further divided into two
types, namely message nodes and parity nodes of quantity of �m
and �p, respectively, such that �c = �m + �p. The code rate of
the RA code is defined by ρc =

�m
�c

. Each of the message nodes,
which represents each of the bits of mi, is connected with one
or more check nodes. Each of the parity nodes, which represents
each of the bits of pi, is connected with two consecutive check
nodes. Essentially, each of the check nodes satisfies that the
modulo-2 sum of all connecting variable nodes is zero. Note that

Fig. 3. Rate 1
2 regular RA code with (dm, dc) = (3, 3). In the figure, circles

and squares represent variable and check nodes, respectively. Among the circles,
filled circles represent message nodes, while empty circles represent parity
nodes.

the number of connections with each node is called the degree
of that node. An RA code is called a regular (dm, dc)-RA code,
if every message node and check node have exactly dm and dc
degrees, respectively. An example of a (dm, dc) = (3, 3)-regular
rate- 12 RA code is shown in Fig. 3.

Encoding: Due to the systematic nature of the RA code,
the message bits (i.e., mi) are embedded in the encoded out-
put. More precisely, the code word ci is formed by ci =
[mi1,mi2, . . . ,mi�m , pi1, pi2, . . . , pi�p ]. The value of the jth
parity node (i.e., pij) is determined by the modulo-2 sum of
pi(j−1) and all the message nodes connected to the jth check
node.

Decoding: RA code words can be decoded via message
passing iterative decoding [27], which offers good decoding
performance with low decoding complexity. As the name sug-
gests these algorithms are associated with passing messages
from variable nodes to check nodes and from check nodes to
variable nodes. The belief propagation algorithm is one of the
most prominent categories of message passing algorithms. In
the belief propagation algorithm, the messages passed between
the nodes are expressed as log-likelihood ratios (LLRs). For
a jth code word bit, the LLR obtained from the channel is
given by

γj = log
Pch(cj = 0|yj)
Pch(cj = 1|yj) (6)

where Pch(cj = 0|yj) and Pch(cj = 1|yj) represent the proba-
bilities that cj is 0 and 1, respectively, when the channel output

is yj . Let Γ(η)
c (v, u) be the outgoing LLR value from the check

node v to variable node u at iteration η, which is calculated
by [27]

Γ(η)
c (v, u) = 2 tanh−1

⎛⎝ ∏
u′∈Sv(v),u′ �=u

tanh

(
Γ
(η)
v (v, u′)

2

)⎞⎠
(7)

where Γ
(η)
v (v, u) be the outgoing LLR value from the variable

node v to check node u at iteration η, and Sv(u) is the set
of variable nodes that are connected with the uth check node.
Initially, we set Γ(η)

v (v, ·) = γj and Γ
(η)
v (v, u) is updated by the
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Fig. 4. Delay-universal code based on the regular RA code. The connection
probability between message node and check nodes are depicted via thickness
of the connected links, where higher thickness refers to higher connection
probability.

following equation:

Γ(η+1)
v (v, u) =

∑
v′∈Sc(u),v′ �=v

Γ(η)
c (v′, u) + γu (8)

where Sc(u) is the set of the check nodes that are connected
with the uth variable node. The aforementioned algorithm is
also known as the sum-product algorithm due to the sum and
product operations in (7) and (8), respectively. After a predefined
maximum iteration ηmax, the uth decoded bit is determined by

ĉu =

{
0, if

∑
n∈Sc(u)

Γ
(ηmax)
c (v, u) + ru ≥ 0

1, if
∑
n∈Sc(u)

Γ
(ηmax)
c (v, u) + ru < 0.

(9)

B. Delay-Universal Code Based on RA Code

Delay-universal codes (also known as anytime codes) are
shown to be suitable for tracking and controlling an unstable
plant over a noisy channel. A delay-universal code needs to have
the following communication requirements: causal encoding,
real-time decoding, and exponential decay of error probability
for a given code word. In this article, we construct the delay-
universal code by coupling the RA protographs (regular RA
code of small size). We construct the delay-universal code in the
following two steps:

1) by coupling standard (dm, dc)-regular RA protographs
such that each of the dm edges of a message node at the
position j is connected to the check nodes at positions
j to j + ψ, where ψ >> dm is the coupling length and
the connection probability follows an exponential distri-
bution;

2) by lifting and permuting the coupled protographs.
We consider �m as the lifting factor, i.e., each posi-

tion/protograph contains �m message nodes, dmdc �m check, and
parity nodes. Thus, the message and parity nodes at the position
i represent mi and pi, respectively. A delay-universal code
obtained from coupled RA protographs is shown in Fig. 4.

Encoding: The previously described delay-universal code
offers similar systematic encoding to that of the traditional
RA code. However, unlike the traditional RA code where the
generated parity bit block (for example, pi) solely depends on
the current message bit block (i.e.,mi), the delay-universal code
produces parity bits based on the current and previous

Fig. 5. Expanding window decoding of the delay-universal code.

ψ − 1 message bit blocks. For example, a parity bit block
pi results from the following encoding function pi =
fe(mi,mi−1, . . . ,mi−ψ). The encoding function performs the
modulo-2 sum of previous parity bit and all the message nodes
connected to the corresponding check node.

Decoding: The standard belief propagation decoding can be
applied to the decoding of the delay-universal code. In other
words, (6)–(9) can be used to decode the delay-universal code.
However, unlike the decoding of the traditional code where only
the received code word is fed into the decoder, the decoder in the
delay-universal code takes all the received code words as input,
and then, decodes all the received code words. Thus, the de-
coding process of the delay-universal code is like an expanding
window decoder, where the decoding window expands at every
time instant by including the received code word. An expanding
window decoder for the delay-universal code is shown in Fig. 5.

IV. PROPOSED STATE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

A. State Estimation With the RA Code

The state estimation technique with the traditional RA code
is straightforward. Let εi ∈ {0, 1} be the CRC decoded output
of message mi, where 0 indicates no error in the decoded code
word that contains mi and 1 indicates otherwise. Let ν̂s and
X̂s be the estimated version of νs and Xs, respectively, at the
receiver. With the RA code, the estimated state is given by

X̂s =

{
AτX̂s−1 + ν̂s−1, if εs−1 = 0

AτX̂s−1, otherwise.
(10)

Let d be the time steps required to transmit the bits from the
microgrid’s sensor system, which is defined byd = �tb

DRδt
, where

DR is the data rate [bits per seconds (bps)] of the communication
link and �tb is the total number of bits transmitted from the sensor
system at every sample interval. Considering the transmission
delay, the estimation of the current state is given by

X̂s+d = AdX̂s. (11)

B. Iterative State Estimation With Delay-Universal Code

For the delay-universal code, we propose an iterative state
estimation technique. As discussed in the earlier section, the
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Fig. 6. Estimation performance of the proposed scheme while varying the channel noise. (a) Estimation of converter’s current Ic. (b) Estimation of filter 1’s
current I1.

delay-universal code allows us to correct the errors in the
current as well as all the previously received code words. By
exploiting this characteristic, upon receiving the current message
(corresponds to current accumulated noise), we re-decode all
the previously received messages (corresponds to previously
accumulated noises). Based on the updated accumulated noises,
we also update the estimation of all the previous states. Then, the
current state is calculated from the updated previous states and
the current accumulated noise. The summary of the proposed
iterative state estimation technique is presented in Algorithm 1.
The notations used in the algorithm are defined in the following:

1) ν̂i(s) is the estimation of νi at the sampling instant s;
2) εi(s) indicates error in decoded codeword i at the sampling

instant s;
3) X̂i(s) is the estimation of Xi at the sampling instant s.
Hence, X̂s(s) is the estimation at the current sampling instant.

TABLE I
STATE SPACE PARAMETERS

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present the performance evaluation of the
proposed communication frameworks by tracking the state of
the microgrid. The state-space parameters used in the simula-
tion are given in Table I. The parameters are chosen from the
experimental setup presented in [21]. The discretization step
δt is set to 0.0002 s. With this setup, we notice that A > 1,
i.e., the microgrid plant is unstable. We consider a 6-bit uniform
quantizer to quantize and transform the observed noise to binary
bits. For the CRC encoding, we consider a 4-bits CRC code,
specified by the polynomial x4 + x+ 1, which is one used
in many ITU-T standards. As the number of elements in the
observed microgrid’s state is six, the length of mi becomes
�m = 40. We construct the delay-universal code from a chain
of (dm, dc) = (4, 4) rate 1

2 RA protographs with ψ = 10. Thus,
the length of each encoded message ci becomes �c = 80.

For performance evaluation of the proposed (delay-universal)
scheme, we first consider a special case where the sensor system
samples the observation at every δt interval, i.e., s = k. We
also assume a very high-speed communication link that allows
us to neglect the transmission delay d. In Fig. 6, we present
the performance of the proposed communication and estimation
technique while tracking the currents of the converter and filter
1. We observe that the proposed scheme can closely estimate
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the estimation performance between the proposed and traditional scheme. (a) Estimation of filter 2’s current I2. (b) Estimation of converter’s
voltage Vc.

the currents over the noisy communication channel. We also
show the impact of the wireless channel’s noise on the track-
ing performance. We observe that the channel noise does not
have a significant impact on the tracking performance, while
a slight performance degradation is observed with increasing
channel noise. In Fig. 7, we present a tracking performance
comparison between the traditional regular RA code and the
proposed delay-universal code. For fair comparison, we consider
a (dm, dc) = (4, 4)-regular RA code for the traditional RA code.
We show the estimation of filter 2’s current and converter’s
voltage over the wireless channel with noise s.d. σ = 0.8. We
observe that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the
traditional scheme, where the traditional scheme fails to track
the state in most of the time steps. With the proposed scheme,
the decoded error of previously received messages decays as
time progresses. On the other hand, with the traditional RA
code, the decoding error of a message does not change over
time. Fig. 8 shows the decoding error characteristics of the
delay-universal code and traditional RA code with two different
channel noises. As expected, we observe that the decoding error
gets fixed for the traditional RA code where higher decoding
error with larger channel noise. Compared to the traditional
scenario, although higher decoding error is initially observed
for the proposed scenario, the decoding error decays close to
zero as delay increases. Note that the nonzero decoding errors,
observed for both channel noises, result from the quantization
error.

Now we consider a limited rate communication link with
sampling interval larger than δt. We assume the data rate of
the communication link is 250 kb/s and set τ = 10, i.e., the
sensor system samples and transmits its disturbance observa-
tion at every 0.002 s. Along with the 80 encoded bits ci, we
consider 20 bits as header/overhead, which gives a data packet
of 100 bits at each transmission. Thus, the transmission time
becomes d = 0.0004. The estimation performance of the pro-
posed and traditional schemes are shown in Fig. 9. We observe

Fig. 8. Decoded error characteristics of the transmitted noise with respect to
delay.

that although initially, both schemes exhibit similar perfor-
mance, the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the tra-
ditional scheme with the increase of sampling instant. With the
traditional RA code, decoding errors propagate in the subsequent
estimations, and hence, we observe a growing estimation error
as the time progresses. On the other hand, the delay-universal
code can rectify the decoding error propagation by correcting
the previous stages errors. In Fig. 10, we present the impact of
the data rate of the communication link on the estimation error.
We present the absolute estimation error for 250 and 125 kb/s.
The transmission time for the later data rate is larger than the
former one. As larger transmission time may result in larger
variations in accumulated noises, we observe that the estimation
error with data rate 125 kb/s is slightly worse than that of
250 kb/s.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the estimation performance between the proposed and traditional scheme with limited rate communication link. (a) Estimation of filter
2’s current I2. (b) Estimation of converter’s voltage Vc.

Fig. 10. Impact of data rate of the communication link on the estimation
performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have studied the state estimation of a
smart grids over an unreliable wireless network. A wireless IoT
network integrated communication framework is presented to
monitor the state of an unstable microgrid, which is an essential
part of a smart grid. To mitigate the error induced by the wireless
channel, we have proposed a delay-universal coding scheme in
the communication framework. An iterative estimation approach
is proposed to exploit the unique features of the delay-universal
coding scheme. Through numerical results, we have shown that
the proposed communication scheme (along with the proposed
estimation technique) is able to closely monitor the state of
any unstable microgrid. We have numerically evaluated the
impact of the wireless network’s parameters on the tracking
performances. We have also compared the performance of the

proposed scheme with the performance of a traditional block
coding scheme. We have shown that the traditional approach is
not sufficient to track the unstable microgrid and the proposed
scheme substantially outperforms the traditional approach in
terms of tracking performance.
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